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, SUMMARY
Included in this document is a compilation of most of the
major research reports, journal articles, presentations, and
contractor reports, written and published by the Lanaley
Research Center staf_ or from work performed under contract,
monitored by the Center staff. The research covers a number
of discipline areas includinq, but not limited to, aerothermo-
dynamics, structures, d_,namics and aeroelasticity, environment,
and materials. This biblioqraphv has been compiled for
historical purposes.
In the beainnin_ days of space shuttle documentation
reporting, an immense amount o_ wind-tunnel data was qenerated
in SUPPOrt of the space shuttle by Lanqley nersonnel and the
volume of bublications became too great for the in-house
reDorti,_q system to handle. As a consequence, a reDortina
system was utilized with Chrys].er Corporation throuab a N_SA
I f
contract _NAo9-13247) for data management. _he reason for this
• contract was (a) to provide a uniform data base at one location
and (b) to det the data into the information syster_ rapidly.
The resulting renorts were referred to as SADSAC (System for
1981021632-002
Automated Design of Shuttle Aerothermodynamic Characteristics)
originally and late," called DATA_N (Data Hanaqement) reports.
In order to properly present the _ull story of Langley's involve-
ment in soace _huttle development support, it was thouaht
pertinent to include these publications in this report. In some
instances the _ADSAC/DATA'IAN publications were converted to NASA
contractor reports or to the NASA technical memorandum report
series. This cross reference has been indicated where known.
References are listed chronoloaically within three major
categories: A. NASA Formal Reports, B. Contractor Reports,
and C. Articles and Conferences. In addition, an Appendix A
has been included to list the SADS_C and DATAMAN publications
during the past decade which have not always been credited to
I,anqley though the research was performed by Langley researchers
usina Langley's and other government facilities for testing.
t
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_ BACKGROt_D
"_ The Langley Space Shuttle Technology Task Group wasQ
established by the Langley Research Center Director on July II,
_ 1969 (LaRC Announcement 45-69) because of strong NASA interest
in a large space station or base and an efficient transportation
system or shuttle to supply it. The concept of a reusable space
shuttle was of particular interest.
The responsibilities of the Task Group included:
i. Develop an integrated Langley research plan in
support of the shuttle.
2. Help coordinate the implementation of this plan within
the Center.
3. Assist NASA's Office of Advanced Research and Technology
(OART) in developing a "Space Shuttle Technology Program."
4. Assist NASA's Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) and
its Centers in conducting space shuttle studies and configuration
selections.
5. Serve as a focal point within Langley for developing
solutions to specific shuttle problems.
Further support for the Task Group was announced on August i,
| 1969 (LaRC Announcement 54-69) involving personnel assignments,
8
and location of Task Group in Building 1251. This announcement
stated the activity of the Task Group would require heavy involve-




t: Engineering Design Office and a Technical Program Coordinating
Office, reporting to Mr. Eugene S. Love, Head, Space Shuttle
Technology Task Group.
ii To provide a continuing focus for Langley research and
technology support of two major system developments then planned
L
for the 1970's, the space station/base and the space shuttle,
a Space Systems Research Divisien was established on January ii,
1970, (L.:_RCAnnouncement 1-70) with Mr. Love being named Chief
of this new division.
In addition to the specific research and study tasks, the
Space Systems Research Division was to assume a Center-wide
coordination function for the space shuttle and space station
activities. Because of the responsibility for Center-wide
coordination of space station/base and space shuttle activities,
the structure and charter of the SSRD was different from that
of most research divisions. As Langley's focal point, SSRD
was to involve other research divisions so that their full
available strength could be brought to beaz on critical problem_, i
The references included in this bibliography show the
magnitude of studies, both in-house and under contrac% across
Center division and directorate lines which have provided the
_: intensive support required by this major developmental effort




A. NASA FORMAL REPORTS
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SPACE SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY
A. NASA Formal Reports
Decker, J. P.; and Spencer, B., Jr.: Low-Subsonic Aerodynamic
Characteristics of a Model of a Fixed-Wing Space Shuttle Con-
cPpt at Angles of Attack to 76 Deq. NASA TM X-1996,
April ig70.
Aport.: Space Transportation System Technology Symposium, Volume
I - Aerothermodynamics and Con_iqurations. NASA TM X-52876,
,;ulv 1970.
Anon.: Space Transportation System Technology Symposium. Volume
[I - Dynamics and Aeroelasticity. NASA TM X-52876, July 1970.
Anon.: Space Transportation System Technology Symposium. Volume
Ill - Structures and Materials. NASA TM X-52876, July 1970.
Anon.: Space Transportation Systems Technoloqy Symposium. Volume
IV - Propulsion. NASA TM X-52S76, July 1970.
Anon.: Space Transportation System Technology Symposium. Volume
_" - Operations, Maintenance, and Safety (Including Cryogenic
S_-stPms). NASA TM X-529_6, July 1970.
_non.: Space Transportation System Technology Symposium. Volume
VT - Integrated Elect_onics (Includinq Electric Power). NASA
mM X-5287_, July 1970.
Anon.: Space Transportation System Technoloqy Symposium. Volume
VII - Biotechnoloqy. NASA TM X-528_6, July 1970.
Stone, D. R.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Fixed-Wing Manned
Space Shuttle Concept at Math No. of 6.0. NASA TM X-2049,
September 1970.
Anderson, R. A.: Technoloqy - Structures and Thermal Protection
Systems. NASA TM X-66715, Ig70.
Henderson, A., Jr.: Space Shuttle Technology - Aerodynamics.
NASA TM X-66897, 1970.
Anon.: Blue Book. Volume i, Summary. Design of Flexible,
Multidisciplinary Orbiting Space Facility and Logistics System
and Definition of Research Projects to be Conducted. January
lq71.
"i t ...................
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iSPACE SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY
A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Anon.: Blue Book. Volume 4, Earth Observations. Design, Develop- ,
ment, and Operation of Earth Observations Facility Installed
on Space Station and Space Shuttle. January 1971.
Anon.: Blue Book. 9olume 5, Communications Navigation. Design,
Development, and Operation of Communications and Navigation
Facility Aboard Space Stations and Space Shuttles. January i
1971. !
Freeman, D. C., Jr.: Low-Subsonic Aerodynamic Characteristics
of a Space Shuttle-Orbiter Concept With a Blended Delta Wing-
Body. NASA TM X-2209, January 1971.
Ware, George M.; and Spencer, B., Jr.: Low-Subsonic Aerodynamic
Characteristics of a Shuttle-Orbiter Configuration With a i
Variable-Dihedral Delta Wing. NASA TM X-2206, January 1971. ,
Harrison, E. F.; and Pritchard, E. B.: Use of Space Tug to
Increase Payload Capability of Space Shuttle. NASA TN D-6241,
February 1971.
Hefner, J. N.: Boundary-Layer Transition for Space Shuttle-Type
Configurations at Angles of Attack. NASA TM X-2254 March 1971 L' " I
Spencer, B., Jr.; and Ware, G. M.: Low-Subsonic Longitudinal
Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Twin-Body Space Shuttle Booster i
Configuration. NASA TM X-2161, April 1971. L
I
Anon.: NASA Space Shuttle Technology Conference. Volume I -
Aerothermodynamics, Configurations, and Flight Mechanics. I
NASA TM X-2272, April 1971. I
Anon.: NASA Space Shuttle Technology Conference. Volume II - i
Structures and Materials, NASA TM X-2273, April 1971. |
I
Anon.: NASA Space Shuttle Technology Conference. Volume III- I
Dynamics and Aeroelasticity. NASA TM X-2274, April 1971.
Bernot, P. T.; and Huffman, J. K.: Aerodynamic Characteristics
of a Booster and an Ascent Shuttle Configuration From Mach 0.28
to Mach 10.4. NASA TM X-2265, May 1971. i
Fox, C. H., Jr.; and Freeman, D. C., Jr.: Subsonic Stability,
Control, and Performance of a Shuttle Concept With a Blended




A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Brooks, D. R.; and Harrison, E. F.: Use of Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttles
for Hyperbolic Rendezvous With Returning Planetary Spacecraft.
NASA TN D-6342, September 1971.
Anon.: NASTRAN Users' Experiences. NASA TM X-2378, September
1971.
Giles, G. L.; and Dutton, J. H.: Application of NASTRAN to the
Analysis of a Space Shuttle Orbiter Structure. NASA TM X-2378,
September 1971.
Lisagor, W. B.; and Gardner, J. E.: Hot Salt Stress Corrosion
Cracking of Titanium Alloys Overview and Impact on Space Shuttle
Application. NASA %'M X-68304_ January 1972.
Ashby, G. C., Jr.: Experimental Boundary-l.ayer Ease Mach Numbers
for Two Space Shuttle Orbiters at Hypersonic Speeds. NASA
TN D-6574, February 1972.
Ashby, G. C., Jr.: Comparison of Hinge Moments for a Simple Delta
ging and a Delta-Wing Orbiter Concept at Mach 6. NASA TN D-6657,
February 1972.
Freeman, D. C., Jr.: Effect of Configuration Modifications on
the Low-Subsonic Aercdynamic Characteristics of a Space Shuttle
Orbiter Concept With a Blended Delta Winq-Body. NASA TM X-2513,
February 1972.
Putnam, L. E.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of an Agee-Wing Space
Shuttle Orbiter Concept at a Mach Number of 2.01. NASA
TM X-2473, February 1972.
Anon.: Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics Technology Conference,
Volume I - Flow Fields. NASA TM X-2506, February 1972.
Anon.: Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics Technology Conference,
Volume II - Heating. NASA TM X-2507, Februa_'y 1972.
Anon.: Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics Technology Conference,
i Volume III- Aerodynamics. NASA TM X-2508, February 1972.
i Anon.: Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics Technology Conference,








A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Graves, E. B.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 60 Degree Swept
" Delta-Wing Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach Numbers of 2.50, 3.90,
and 4.60. NASA TM X-2561, May 1972.
i Corvelli, N.; and Carri, R.: Evaluation of Boron-Epoxy-Reinforced
Titanium Tubular Truss for Application to a Space Shuttle Booster
Thrust Structure. NASA TN D-6778, June 1972.
Anon.: NASA Space Shuttle Technology Conference. Dynamics and
Aeroelasticity; Structures and Materials. NASA TM X-2570,
July 1972.
Stubbs, S. M.: Water Landing Characteristics of a Model of a
Winged Reentry Vehicle. NASA TN D-6859, August 1972.
Graves, E. B.: Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Two-
Staged Space Shuttle-Model Having a Delta-Wing Orbiter Mated
Atop a Winged Booster. NASA TM X-2569, September 1972.
Rainey, R. W.; Ware, G. M.; Powell, R. W.; Brown, L. W.; and
Stone, D. R.: Grumman H-33 Space Shuttle Orbiter Aerodynamic
Characteristics and Handling Qualities Study. NASA TN D-6948,
September 1972.
Royster, D. M._ and Lisagor, W. B.: Effect of High Temperature
Creek and Oxidation on Residual Room Temperature Properties
for Several Thin Sheet Superalloys. NASA TN D-6893, November
1972.
Bernot. D. T._ and Throckmorton, D. A.: Hypersonic Aerothermal
Characteristics of a Manned Low Fineness Ratio Shuttle Booster.
NASA TM X-2642, November 1972.
Hefner, J. N.: Lee-Surface Heating and Flow Phenomena on Space
Shuttle Orbiters at Large Angles of Attack and Hypersonic Speeds.
NASA TN D-7088, November 1972.
Graves, E. B.: Wind-Tunnel Tests of a Single-Stage-to-Orbit
Space Shuttle at Mach Numbers of 2.60, 3.85, and 4.64. NASA
TM X-2667, November 1972.
Spencer, B., J_.; and Ware, G. M.: Low Subsonic Aerodynamic
Characteristics of a Shuttle Orbiter Having 35 Degree Trapezoidal




A. NASA Formal Report_ - Continued
Lordi, J. A.; Vidal, R. J.; _nd Jnhnsnn, C. B.: Chemical NonequJ-
librium Effect_ on the In_,iscid Flow in the Windward Plane
of Symmetry of Two Simplified Shuttle Configurations. NASA
TN D-7189, March 1973.
" Campbell, J. W.: Th_ De_,elo_ment of a _tochastic Model of the
Atmosphere Between 30 and 90 KM to be Used in Determining the j:
Effect of Atmosphere Variability on Space Shuttle Entry Par_-
meters. NASA TM X-69567, March 1973.
Ware, G. M.; and Spencer, B., Jr.: Low-Sl_bsonic Aerodynamic
Characteristics of a Shuttle-Orbiter Configuration Designed for
Reduced Length. N_SA TM X-2712, _pril 1973.
Blair, A. B., Jr.; and Crow, J.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of
a 55 Degree Clipped-gelta-Winq Orbiter Model at Mach Numbers
From 1.60 to 4.63. NASA _M X-2748, May 1973.
Freeman, D. C., Jr.: I.ow-Subs_nic Aerodynamic Characteristics
of a 60 Degree Swept n,-Ita WiDq Spac_ Shqttle Orbiter. NASA
TM X-2762, July !973.
Ellison, J. C.: Subsonic Aer_dvnamic Characteristics of a Space
Shuttle Orbiter. NAS_ _M _-27S6, July ]q73.
Ware, G. M.; Spencer, B., Jr.: and Fourn<_r, R. H.: Supersonic
Aerndynamic Characteri_tJc_ o_ _he North _merican Rockwe]]
_P _:huttie Orbiter. _'_SA TM X-2804, _,_m]st 1973.
Arrington, J. P.; and Stone, D. R.: Aerod':namic and Flow-Visual-
ization Studies of Twn Delta-Wing Entry Vehicles at a M_ch
Number of 20.3. NASA _N D-7282, August ig73.
Chapman, A. J.: Evaluat_nn of Reusable Surface Insulation f_r
Space Shuttle Over a Range of Heat-Transfer Rate and Surface
Temperature. NASA TM X-2823, October 1973.
Hess, R. W.; and Davenport, E. E.: Wind-Tunnel Roll-Damping
Measurements of a Winged Space Shuttle Configuration in Launch
Attitude. NASA TN D-7394, December 1973.
Keyes, J. W.; and Hains, F. D.: Analytical and Experimental Studies





A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Staff Shuttle Experiments Office: Study of Shuttle Compatible
• Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATL). NASA TM X-2813, 1973.
Stone, H. W.: Supersonic and Hypersonic Aerodynamic Character-
istics of Two Shuttle-Orbiter Configurations Designed for
Reduced Length• NASA TM X-71956, April 1974.
Bernot, Peter T.: Reynolds Number Effects on Hypersonic Charac-
teristics ofan 0.010-Scale Model of the 139-B Shuttle Orbiter
(LA-35). NASA TM X-71954, April 1974.
Phillips, W. P.: Decker, J. P.; Rau, T. R.; and Glatt, C. R.:
Computer-Aided Space Shuttle Orbiter Wing Design Study. NASA
TN D-7478, May 1974.
Gilreath, M. C.: and Castellow, S. L., Jr.: High-Temperature
Dielectric Properties of Candidate Space Shuttle Thermal
Protection System and Antenna Window Materials• NASA TN D-7523,
June 1974.
Powell, R. W.; and Eide, D. G Investigation of Abort Procedures
for Space Shuttle-Type Vehicles. NASA TM X-71952, June 1974.
Rainey, R. W._ Rehder, J. J.; and Klich, P. J.: A Shuttle
Development Flight Test Vehicle Study. NASA TM X-71978,
June ]974.
Stone, D. R.; and Mulfinger, R.: Hypersonic Stability and Control
Characteristics of the Rockwell International 139--B Space
Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TM X-71968, July 1974.
Stone, D. R.; and Spencer, B., Jr.: Aerodynamic and Flow Visual-
ization Studies of Variations in the Geometry of Irregular
Planform Wings at a Mach Number of 20.3. NASA TN D-7650,
August 1974.
Martin, J. A.: A Method for Determining Optimum Phasing of
a Multiphase Propulsion System for a Single-_tage Vehicle





A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Decker, J. P.: and Phillips, W. P.: Influence of Configuration
Details on the Subsonic Characteristics of a Space Shuttle
3rbiter Design. NASA TM X-3159, December 1974.
Boyden, R. P._ and Freeman, D. C.: Subsonic and Transonic
Dynamic Stability Derivatives of a Modifled 089B Shuttle
Orbiter. NASA TM X-72631, December 1974.
Jones, J. Earl; and Richmond, J. H.: An Integral Equation Formu-
lation for Predicting Radiation Patterns of a Space Shuttle
Annular Slot Antenna. NASA TN D-7594, 1974.
Freeman, Delma C.; Boyden, Richmond P.; and Davenport, E. E.:
Supersonic Dynamic Stability Derivatives of a Modified 089B
Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TM X-72630, January 1975.
Ellison, J. C.: Influence of Orbital-Maneuvering-System Fairings
and Rudder Flare on the Transonic Aerodynamic Characteristics
of a Space Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TM X-2862, February 1975.
Bernot, P. T.: Abort Separation Study of a Shuttle Orbiter and
External Tank at Hypersonic Speeds. NASA TM X-3212. May 1975.
Bern0t, P. T.: Space Shuttle Orbiter Tri,_ned Center of Gravity
Extension Study. Vo]ume I. Effects of Configuration Modifi-
cations on the Aerodynamic Characteristics of the 140 A/B
Orbiter at Mach 10.3. NASA TM X-72661, Jun, 1975.
Tompkins, S. S.; and Kabana. W. P.: Experimental Evaluation of
Joint Designs for a Space-Shuttle Orbiter Ablative Leading Edge.
NASA TM X-3230, July 1975.
Paulson, J. W., Jr.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Large Air-
craft to Transport Space Shuttle Orbiter or Other External
Payloads. NASA TN D-7962, August 1975.
?hroc_orton, D. A.: Pressure Gradient E_fects on Heat Transfe_
to Reusable Surface Insulation Tile-Array Gaps. NASA TN D-7939,
August 1975.
Ransone, P. O.; and _rrison, J. D.: The Effects of Environmental
Exposure on Reusable Surface Insulation for Space Shuttle.





A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Campbell, J. W.: A Cost Assessment of Reliability Requirements
for Shuttle-Recoverable Experiments. NASA TN D-8016, November
1975.
_I Weinstein, I.; Avery, D. E.; and Chapman, A. J.: Aerodynamic
" Heating to the Gaps and Surfaces of Simulated Reusable-Surface-
_ Insulation Tile Arrays in Turbulent Flow at Mach 6.6. NASA
TM X-3225, November 1975.
Pittman, C. M.; and Brown, R. D.: Surface Recession Characteristics
of a Cryogenic Insulation Subjected to Arc-Tunnel Heating.
NASA TM X-3291, November 1975.
Boyden, R. P.; and Freeman, D. C., Jr.: Subsonic and Transonic
Dynamic Stability Characteristics of a Space Shuttle Orbiter.
NASA TN D-8042, November 1975.
Anderson, W. W.; and Joshi, S. M.: The Annular Suspension and
Pointing (ASP) System for Space Experiments and Predicted
Pointing Accuracies. NASA TR R-448, December 1975.
. Pinson, L. D.: Analytical and Experimental Vibration Studies of
a i/8-Scale Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TN D-7964, December 1975.
Ware, George M.; and Spencer, Bernard, Jr.: The Effects of
Surface Roughness and Angle of Attack Transition on the Aero-
dynamics of a Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach Numbers From 0.25
to 4.63. NASA TM X-71940, 1975.
Freeman, D. C., Jr.; Boyden, R. P.; and Davenport, E. E.:i
Supersonic Dynamic Stability Characteristics of a Space Shuttle
Orbiter. NASA TN D-8043, January 1976.
Boyden, R. P.; Freeman, D. C., Jr.; and Davenport, E. E.: Supersonic
Dynamic-Stability Derivatives of the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle.
NASA TM X-3315, February 1976.
Freeman, D. C., Jr.; Boyden, R. P.; and Davenport, E. E.: Sub-
sonic and Transonic Dynamic Stability Characteristics of the
Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle. NASA TM X-3336, March 1976.
Hunt, L. R.; Shideler, J. L.; and Weinstein, I.: Performance of
LI-1542 Reusable Surface Insulation System in a Hypersonic






A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Crawford, D. H.: Shock Interference Heat Transfer to Tank Config-
urations Mated to a Straight-Winq Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach
Number 10.3. NASA TN D-8203, April 1976.
Blair, A. B., Jr.: Effect of Reynolds Number on the Aerodynamic
Stability and Control Characteristics of a 55 Degree Clipped-
Delta-Wing Orbiter Configuration at Supersonic Mach Numbers.
NASA TM X-3376, May 1976.
Leadbetter, S. A.; Stephens, W.; Sewall, J. L.; Majka, J.; and
Barret, J. R.: Vibration Characteristics of i/8-Scale Dynamic
Models of the Space Shuttle Solid-Rocket Boosters. NASA
TN D-8158, May 1976.
Throckmorton, D. A.: Effect of a Surface-to-Gap Temperature
Discontinuity on the }{eat Transfer to Reusable Surface Insulation
Tile Gaps. NASA TN D-8233, June 1976.
Eide, D. G.; and Rau, T. R.: A Demonstration of an Economic
Figure of Merit and ?echno-Economic Sensitivities of an Advanced
Single-Stage-to-Orbit Vehicle. NASA TM X-72808, July 1976.
Hunt, I. R.: Performance of a Mullite Reusable Surface Insulation
System in a Hypersonic Stream. NASA TM X-3397, August 1976.
Bonnet, T. F., Jr.; and Pride, J. D., Jr.: A Tow Concept for
the Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test. NASA
TM X-73972, August 1970.
Preisser, J. S.; and Lowder, H. E., Jr.: Comparison of Theoretical
and Experimental Steady Wing Loads on a Space Shuttle Config-
uration at Mach Numbers of 0.6 and 1.4. NASA TM X-3404,
September 1976.
Phillips, W. Pelham: Space Shuttle Orbiter Trimmed Center-of-
Gravity Extension Study: Volume II - Effects of Configuration
Modifications on the Aerodynamic Characteristics of the 140A/B
Orbiter at Transonic Speeds. NASA TM X-72661, September 1976.
Powell, R. W.; Stone, H. W.; and Rowell, L. R.: Effects of
Modifications to the Space Shuttle Entry Guidance apd Control





A. NASA Fo_aal Repor%s - Continued
Lamb, M.; and Stallings, R. L., Jr.: Heat-Transfer Distributions
on a 0.013-_cale Shuttle Solid Rocket Beoster at Mach 3.70
and Anqles of Attack From 0 Degrees to 180 Degrees. NASA
TM X-3417, November ig76.
Klich, G. F.: The Lanq]e_7 Thermal Protection System Test Facility:
A Description Including Design Operating Boundaries. NASA
TM X-73973, November 1976.
Executive Summary, CAST Summer Workshop NASA TM X-73960,
_ Anon. : . •
1976.
Anon.: _7olume I, Data _rocessing and Transfer, CAST Summer
Workshop, NASA TM X-73961, 1976.
Anon.: Volume II, Sensinq and Data Acquisition, CAST Summer
Workshop, NASA TM X-73962.
Anon.: Volume III, Navigation, Guidance and control, OAST
Summer Workshop, NASA TM X-73963, 1976.
Anon.: Volume IV, Power Technology, CAST Summer Workshop,
NASA TM X-73964, 1976.
\
Anon.: Volume V, Propulsion Technology, CAST Summer Workshop,
NASA TM X-73965, 1976.
Anon.: Volume VI, Structures and Dynamics, OAST Summer Workshop,
NASA TM X-73966, 1976.
Anon.: Volume VII, Materials, OAST Summer Workshop, NASA TM X-73967,
' 1976.
Anon.: Volume VIII, Thermal Control, CAST Summer Workshop,
NASA TM X-73968, 1976.
Anon.: Volume IX, Entry Technology, OAST Summer Workshop, NASA
TM X-73969, 1976.
Anon.: Volume X, Basic Research, CAST Summer Workshop, NASA
TM X-73970, 1976.







A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Dicus, Dennis L.; Hopko, Russell N.; and Brown, Ronald D.:
Ablative Performance of Uncoated Silicone-Modified and
Shuttle Baseline Reinforced Carbon Composites. NASA TN D-8358,
1976.
:i
" Freeman, Delma C., Jr.; and Boyden, Richmond P.: Dynamic Stability
Characteristics of the Combination Space Shuttle Orbiter and
% Ferry Vehicle. NASA TM X-3497, May 1977.
Wilhite, Alan W.: Separation Analysis of the Space Shuttle
_ Orbiter From a Larger Carrier Aircraft. NASA TM X-3492,
June 1977.
Humes, Donald H.: Hypervelocity Impact Tests on Space Shuttle
Orbiter Thermal Protection Material. NASA TM X-74039,
June 1977.
Powell, Richard W.: Aileron Roll Hysteresis Effects on Entry of
Space Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TN D-8425, July 1977.
Blanchard, Ulysse J.; Miserentino, Robert; and Leadbetter,
Sumner A.: Experimental Investigation of the Vibration
Characteristics of a Model of an Asymmetrical Multielement
Space Shuttle. NASA TN D-8448, September 1977.
Ashby, George C., Jr.: and Helms, Vernon T., III: Flow-Field
Surveys on the Windward Side of the NASA 040A Space Shuttle
Orbiter at 31 ° Angle of Attack and Mach 20 in Helium.
NASA TM X-2560, October 1977.
Stone, Howard W.; and Powell, Richard W.: Entry Dynamics of
Space Shuttle Orbiter With Longitudinal Stability and
Control Uncertainties at Supersonic and Hypersonic Speeds.
NASA TP-1084, October 1977.
Ellison, James C.: Supersonic Longitudinal Aerodynamic Char-
acteristics of Two Space Shuttle Orbiter Configurations.
NASA TM-74074, November 1977.
Stone, How,_rd W.; and Powell, Richard W.: Entry Dynamics of
_ Space Shuttle Orbiter With Stability and Control Uncertainties I!





A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
Carlson, Harry W.; and Mack, Robert J.: A Wind-Tunnel Study
" of the Applicability of Far-Field Sonic-Boom Theory to the
Space Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TP-II86, 1978.
i Hall, William M.: An Introduction to Shuttle/LDEF Retrieval
Operations: The R-Bar Approach Options. NASA TM-78668,
197S.
Scallion, William I.; and Stone, David R.: Space Shuttle Orbiter
Trimmed Center-of-Gravity Extension Study: Volume IV -
Effects of Configuration Modifications of the 139B Orbiter
at Mach 20.3. NASA TM X-72661, March 1978.
MacConochie, Ian 0.: Space Shuttle Orbiter Trimmed Center of
Gravity Extension Study: Volume VI - System Design Studies.
NASA TM X-72661, August 1978.
Dunavant, James C.: Space Shuttle Orbiter Trimmed Center-of-
Gravity Extension Study: Volume III- Impact of Retrofits
for Center-of-Gravity Extension on Orbiter Thermal Protection
System. NASATM-X 72661, February 1979.
Ashby, George C., Jr.: Near Field Sonic Boom Pressures for the
Space Shuttle Launch and Orbiter Vehicles at Mach 6. NASA
TP-1405, April 1979.
Bernot, _eter T.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of the 140A/B
Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach 10.3. NASA TM-80086, May 1979.
Phillips, W. Pelham; and Fournier, Roger H.: Space Shuttle
Orbiter Trimmed Center-of-Gravity Extension Study: Volume V -
Effects of Confiquration _¢odifications on the Aerodynamic
Characteristics of the 140A/B Orbiter at Mach Numbers of
2.5, 3.95, and 4.6. NASA TM-72661, June 1979.
Bradley, _amela F.: An Experimental Investigation to Determine
the Zffect of Window Coolin_ by Mass In_ection for the
S! Jttle Infrared Leeside Temperature Sensing (SILTS) Experi-
ment. NASA TM-801700 September 1979.
Keckler, Claude R.; Kibler, Kemoer S.; and Rowell, Lawrence F.:
Determination of ASPS Performance for Large nayloads in the
Shuttle Orbiter Disturbance Environment. NASA TM-80189, 1979.
Ransome, Philip O.; Morrison, J. D.; and Minster, John E.:
En-,i_onmental Effect_ on Space Shuttle Reusable Surface Insu-




A. NASA Formal Reports - Continued
!
Ransone, Philip O.; Morrison, J. D.; and Minster, John E.:
Effect of 25 Cycles of Launch Pad Exposure and Simulated Mission
Heatin on Space Shuttle Reusable Surface Insulation Coated
With Cured Glass. NASA TM-80160, 1979.
Atmospheric Lidar Working Group: Shuttle Atmospheric Lidar
Research Program - Final Report of Atmospheric Lidar Workin_
Group. NASA SP-433, 1979.
;_illiams, Jerry G.: Structural Tests on a Tile/Strain Isolation
Pad Thermal Protection System. NASA TM-_0226, March 1980.
Sawyer, James Wayne; and Rummler, Donald R.: Room Temperature
Mechanical Properties of Shuttle Thermal Protection System
Materials. NASA TM-817_6, _Dril 19S0.
Riley, Donald _.: and Miller, G. Kimball, Jr.: Simulator Study of
the Effect of Control-System Time Delays on the Occurrence of
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